### ADDITIONS

#### LIFE SCIENCES AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

**EPoster Presentations**
8:45 a.m.–10:45 a.m.
Center for Recreation and Sports

**Undergraduate Presenters**

| Yuriy Ostrozhynsky and John Mavroudes | Zero magnetic field generation using Helmholtz coils and its effect on life span of drosophila melanogaster | C2 |

#### SOCIAL SCIENCES

**EPoster Presentations**
8:45 a.m.–10:45 a.m.
Center for Recreation and Sports

**Undergraduate Presenters**

| Adriana Simone | Is there a generation gap in views towards homosexuality among Americans? | C28 |

### WITHDRAWALS

#### SOCIAL SCIENCES

**EPoster Presentations**
8:45 a.m.–10:45 a.m.
Center for Recreation and Sports

**Undergraduate Presenters**

| Social Work | Immigration | C10 |
| Sarai Rodas and Shannon Wong | Living Undocumented | C11 |
| Matthew Tuzzino and Kimberly Riley | Immigration: What about the children? | C12 |

**Undergraduate Oral Presentations**
11:00 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
Hagedorn Hall, Room 108

| Taylor Soete | White ethnographers in the United States arraignment court system |
| Adriana Simone | Is there a generation gap in views towards homosexuality among Americans? |